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Foreword
By Rt Hon Sir Michael Fallon MP
Former Secretary of State for Defence

The Far East, the Middle East – these are of course semi-imperialist terms,
relics of a Greenwich-centric view of the world. Dr Patalano is right to
ask us to think of the Far East from now on as the Indo-Pacific, simply
the fastest-growing and most important region of the world. And it’s
important for us here in Britain: it’s our trade and our security that are
directly at stake there.
And we are equally wrong to think of the region as the target of the latest
American pivot. American troops were in the Philippines long before they
were assisting in the Gulf; their bloodiest wars were in Korea and Vietnam;
the USA’s Asian-American population has boomed by 9 million since the
turn of the century.
Rapid and expansive Chinese economic growth, instability on the Korean
peninsula, tensions over Taiwan, competing claims in the South China Sea,
increases in Japanese, Indian and Australian defence spending: this is a
region which demands our closer attention and respect.
So how should the UK develop its Indo-Pacific policy post-Brexit? In his
latest paper on this increasingly important subject, Dr Patalano poses a
stark choice: play an active role in shaping the regional security landscape
or remain mere spectators of its transformation. He wants us back east
of Suez but maintaining the maritime international rules-based order by
proper residence rather than by relying on expeditionary forces, single
ship visits or one-off training exercises. A permanent physical presence
– Dr Patalano recommends deploying amphibious assault strike ships – in
friendly countries such as Australia, Singapore, Oman and Japan, would
strengthen our influence, defend our commercial and security interests,
and enable us to respond better to regional crises, whether political,
military or environmental.
We can certainly build up our strategic relations with partners in the region:
our 2015 Strategic Defence and Security Review rightly identified those
key allies as Japan, Australia and New Zealand, the Five Powers Defence
Arrangement. Thickening those relationships, especially in defence
procurement, is one obvious answer to rising instability: the successful
export of the T26 frigate to Australia and the joint missile programme
with Japan are good examples.
That ambition will cost money, and further strengthens the argument
for a significant uplift in the defence budget in the Spending Review this
autumn. It also requires a much more coherent approach across Whitehall
to ensure that all our interest in the Indo-Pacific – security, military and
commercial – are fully affordable and properly aligned.
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Executive Summary

This report is organised around three overarching observations about
the changing importance of the ‘Far East’ in international affairs and its
particular significance to the UK. First, it challenges the use of ‘Far East’ as
the lens through which to consider the future role of the UK in the region.
Second, the study sets forth the reasons for the importance of an ‘IndoPacific’ framework to UK strategy, to help define the nature and scope of the
country’s interests east of Suez. Third, the report outlines the UK’s required
defence posture and core capabilities in order to play a meaningful and
sustainable security role in this part of the world.
The report’s recommendations are:
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.
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The UK should abandon the problematically outdated ‘Far
East’ notion and replace it with an ‘Indo-Pacific’ framework
to engage with the area stretching from the Indian to the
Pacific Oceans.
The UK definition of an Indo-Pacific region should
recognise the critical importance of regional maritime
geography and thus the centrality of maritime connectivity
to both regional security and UK interests.
The Indo-Pacific framework should draw upon and help to
underwrite the aim for the UK to remain a world leading
maritime power, building on the Department of Transport
strategy Maritime 2050.
For the UK to play an effective defence role in the IndoPacific, the country needs to clearly and forcefully restate
its case to remain a leader in respecting and protecting
the existing maritime order (generally referred to as the
international rules-based order).
The UK Indo-Pacific framework should recognise the
return of major power competition at sea as a strategic and
normative challenge (i.e. the maritime rules-based order)
to security.
The UK Indo-Pacific framework should also recognise the
crucial link between disruptions to maritime trade as a
result of disasters and regional conflicts to international
instability and the damage to the development of regional
prosperity.
Against these principles, the commitment to the Indo-Pacific
region should be articulated around the responsibility to

Executive Summary

8.

9.
10.
11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

maintain the existing maritime order and the aspiration to
reassert a multilaterally-oriented international profile.
Within the Indo-Pacific framework, the UK framework
should clearly state the centrality of both the East and
South China Seas and the management of security tensions
therein to both regional security and stability. It should also
highlight the importance of the South Pacific in relations
to risks of instability to Commonwealth countries derived
from natural disasters.
The Indo Pacific framework should aspire to close alignment
with similar notions adopted by the UK’s primary allies in
the region, notably Japan, the US, and Australia.
A relevant defence role in the Indo-Pacific will require
adequate funding to upgrade the country’s strategic
presence from ‘regular’ to ‘resident’ power.
The UK defence role in the Indo-Pacific should have three
primary aims: 1 ensuring the respect of the rules-based
order by supporting allies and partners, and deterring
competitors; 2. shaping regional security by helping to
minimise risks of instability; 3 responding to crises and, if
needed, support allies and partners in mounting responses
to kinetic military action.
The UK ‘resident’ presence should be centred on a base
and forward stationed capabilities, ideally in Australia,
complemented by current base arrangements in Singapore
and Oman with additional base access agreements in Japan.
The UK’s defence posture should be based on a flexible,
scalable, expeditionary-oriented core of capabilities
that are affordable and possess the capacity to influence
regional dynamics, support British foreign policy, and
respond to crises.
The UK defence posture should be capable of delivering
peacetime independent capabilities across the diplomatic,
constabulary, and military spectrum, and as part of a
multilateral endeavor in times of crises.
An affordable and sustainable UK defence posture in the
Indo Pacific capable to deliver on the above points (13-15)
should include – but not be limited to – an amphibious
assault/littoral strike ship to guarantee maximum
peacetime operational flexibility. An amphibious ship
would constitute the ‘Swiss Army knife’ of British military
power in the region.
The resident and expeditionary-oriented UK defence
posture would build upon, and further support, the
country’s growing defence industry opportunities and
partnerships in Australia, Japan, and Canada.
A UK resident expeditionary posture in the Indo-Pacific

policyexchange.org.uk
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should be seen as a vital tool of statecraft to deliver high-end
warfare capabilities in the context of ASW, maritime strike,
and amphibious raid developed as part of integrated force
packages with key allies (US, Japan, Australia, New Zealand).
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Introduction – A Time to Change in Changing Times

Introduction – A Time to Change
in Changing Times

The House of Commons Defence Committee inquiry on ‘UK defence
and the Far East’ could not be more timely. On the one hand, tensions
between the United States and China, predominantly as a result of the
military and economic ascent of the latter, are redefining the terms of
major power competition. On the other, state actors in the Asian Pacific
region increasingly have to pace the prospects of prosperity and growth
against a canvas of security challenges ranging from natural disasters to
brute military coercion. In the Asia Pacific region, the world power balance
is being redefined, the security architecture remains fragmented and only
limitedly effective, and core pillars of the international order – notably
freedom of navigation the basis for a coastal state’s maritime claims, the
binding nature of dispute resolution, and the rules for use of coercion in
pursuit of state aims – are being challenged. What should the UK do about
it? What kind of role should UK defence play in how these challenges are
met? Can the UK afford such a role?
These are fundamental questions, especially for a country with ‘global’
aspirations. Global powers shape security. The very nature of the UK’s
future profile as an international leading actor is likely to be defined in the
Asia Pacific as a result of the country’s choices on how to engage with its
complex security landscape. Indeed, as the region continues to ascend to
prominence in international affairs, the UK faces a hard choice. It has to
decide whether it intends to actively shape the regional security landscape,
or merely to contribute in managing its transformation. From 2013 to
2017, a period in which tensions have significantly increased in the region,
and close UK defence partners – notably Japan – faced heightened risks of
war, British military power was notable by its absence. The UK was not
shaping the regional security environment.
In the last eighteen months, consecutive naval deployments have done
much to address prior absence.1 These deployments have been significant
because they remind partners, allies, and competitors alike of the UK’s
potential in maintaining the maritime order, implementing core security
actions like United Nations Security Council resolutions, and building
capacity and military alliances. Yet, this continuous and visible presence
highlighted the deeper problem of sustaining military power overseas
across an extended geographic area for longer periods of time at acceptable
costs.2 It also raised questions within the region about the UK’s ability to
maintain such levels of contribution to regional security.

1.

Admiral Sir Philip Jones, First Sea Lord, ‘Speech at
DSEI Maritime Conference 2017’, 11 September
2017, https://www.gov.uk/government/speeches/
dsei-maritime-conference-2017.

2.

Rachel Dodd, ‘Royal Navy Warship HMS Argyll
Pulled in for Maintenance Work in Singapore’, Plymouth Herald, 17 November 2018; https://www.plymouthherald.co.uk/news/plymouth-news/royal-navy-warship-hms-argyll-2231949.
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In the long-term, the current trends in regional security suggest that
a reactive posture is not militarily effective and financially sound. In the
Asia Pacific, the UK has to explore the possibility of upgrading its profile
to ‘resident’ power to avoid the drawbacks of being an occasional – albeit
regular – presence. For a credible role additional funding will be essential;
the key to a relevant posture however will require identifying smart ways
to maximise effects whilst keeping costs down. For the current debate to
produce an effective and relevant resident presence three policy actions are
needed: First, it is time to change the language the UK uses to refer to the
region, to better reflect its growing significance to UK security. Second,
the UK residential role in the Asia Pacific should be maritime-centric and
maritime-led to clearly align the region’s security priorities with risks and
opportunities. Third, the UK defence role should be regionally integrated
and multilaterally oriented. This paper explains why these actions are
crucial and how they would meet the UK’s interests and ambitions.
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Beyond the ‘Far East’: The Need for a New Framework

Beyond the ‘Far East’: The Need
for a New Framework

Policy 1
Stop using the ‘Far East’ as the lenses through which the UK defines its engagement with the Asia Pacific region – concurrently acknowledging the UK’s
long (and in some respects controversial) history with the region to manage
expectations and perceptions.

Any reflection on UK defence interests and priorities in the broader Asia
Pacific area requires a preliminary engagement with ‘how’ the UK defines
the region. This is not a trifling matter, and not a mere question of drawing
arbitrary geographical boundaries to determine the location of UK actions.
The specific framework used to define a space provides an indication of
how a state actor defines its national interests in it, how it prioritises its
objectives, and it implements its policies. In so doing, the framework stops
being an exercise in spatial definition; it becomes an opportunity to shape
‘the dynamics of opportunities and risks’.3

The ‘Far East’ is no longer a relevant framework within
which to review the meaning and utility of a UK defence
posture in Asia Pacific.
This is a problematic geopolitical perception that is charged with a
historical, that is, colonial legacy and perceived as dismissive of the reality
of contemporary affairs. Its use implicitly suggests an underestimation of
how the Asia Pacific has become one of today’s most economically dynamic
and military significant realities. The ‘Far East’ is today neither far, nor east
of the centres of international power and influence – it is central. Thus, this
definition has serious limitations for three reasons:
•

•
•

It is historically charged. References to East Asia as the ‘Far East’
originated during the colonial era when parts of the region became
subject to the predatory actions of a predominantly European
imperial competition – including the UK. This is no longer the
case and the UK’s definitional vocabulary to engage with the region
should acknowledge such different historical circumstances.
It is inconsistent with East Asia’s international standing. The
on-going economic and military power shifts place East Asia in a
much more central role in international politics
It undermines aspirations for Britain to be regarded as a

3.

Harvey Starr, “On Geopolitics: Spaces and Places”,
International Studies Quarterly, Vol. 57, 2013:3, 433.
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‘Global’ actor. Such a definition implicitly reinforces perceptions
of a worldview that is anchored to a long-gone imperial past that
may seem dismissive of Asia’s rise to international prominence.

The ‘Far East’ framework defined the UK’s engagement
in Asia during the age of Empire.
Since the 18th century, the relationship with the Asia Pacific has contributed
to change Britain’s perceptions of its national self, as much as those of
nations and Empires in the region. From the first voyage of HMS Endeavour,
to the actions of the steamship Nemesis off the coast of China, to the arrival
of HMS Chatham to Hong Kong for the colony’s handover process, the UK’s
defence role in this part of the world has encompassed discovery, conquest,
and ultimately, recognition. Throughout the 19th and 20th century, such
a role first underwrote the inclusion of the ‘Far East’ – as the colonial
age had it – in the international system of Western imperial competition.
Subsequently, it oversaw the region’s rise within the international system, it
provided support for the emergence of the Empire of Japan, before its postcolonial emancipation from it.

The ‘Far East’ framework carries a negative perception
in Asia.
Today, the rise of the Asia Pacific as a political, economic, and military
powerhouse is one significant manifestation of the decolonisation process.
Yet, in other respects, the legacy of Empire that the British military power
helped create and sustain for two centuries remains controversial. Notably,
for major state actors in the region like the People’s Republic of China
(hereafter China, or PRC), it informs a national narrative of ‘recovery’,
‘rejuvenation’, and ‘restoration’ from long-lasting humiliations at foreign
hands. The very expression ‘Far East’ is, more often than not, associated
with the negative manifestations of imperial endeavours of expansion.
Similarly, negative perceptions of the ‘Far East’ as an overtly colonial frame
of reference are evident throughout East and Southeast Asia.

The ‘Far East’ framework is inadequate to capture Asia’s
impact on world’s affairs.
In particular, the notion is symptomatic of a geopolitical perception that
casts the Asia Pacific as a subordinate and peripheral place to centres of
power somewhere in Europe. This is particularly misleading since the
Asia Pacific is home to the world’s second and third largest economies
(China, Japan), as well as some very advanced industrial realities, from the
Republic of Korea (ROK) to Taiwan and Singapore. It equally includes four
of the world’s top military spenders (China, India, Japan, and the ROK).
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Organising Principles: The Asia Pacific as a Maritime-centric Space

Organising Principles: The Asia
Pacific as a Maritime-centric
Space

1. The Asia Pacific is a maritime-centric space.

The main sea arteries from the Persian Gulf to the Sea of Japan are vital
to deliver goods and energy from and to the region. Approximately 60%
of maritime trade passes through Asia carrying an estimated one-third of
global shipping.4 More specifically, it has been estimated that ships passing
through the South China Sea carry some US$ 3.4 trillion in trade, equal
to over 20% of the world total. This vast volume of trade is processed by a
network of ports that include nine of the top ten port facilities in the world.5
These trade routes are the lifelines of leading regional powers like China,
Japan, and the ROK. These countries possess industrialised economies that
are highly dependent on access to natural resources. This demand for raw
materials can only be met through imports, most of which are carried by
sea. Likewise, their manufactured goods are predominantly exported by
sea. Over 64% of China’s maritime trade transits through the South China
Sea. In the Japanese case, some 42% of its trade passes through the South
China Sea alone, and more than 80% of its energy imports are delivered by
sea.6 By similar token, underwater sea-cables in the East and South China
Sea carry the vast majority of telecommunications and internet traffic and
are central to regional connectivity. Avoiding disruptions, whether from
natural disasters, terrorism and crime, or state intervention, to this area of
intense maritime traffic is a security priority across the region.

2. The East and South China Seas are the region’s
centres of gravity.
In the Asia Pacific, the sea is also central to regional dynamics as a provider
of natural resources, especially fishing and hydrocarbons. In the region,
some 30% of the annual protein intake is derived from fish catch, and
both the East and South China Seas are considered as important fishing
grounds.7 There is also a longstanding perception that the disputed waters
of the East and South China Seas encompass geological basins holding
significant potential oil and gas reserves. Whilst data concerning oil and
gas reserves remain contested and fish stocks are being quickly depleted,
regional state actors have been keen to exploit natural resources – especially

4.

China Power Project, ‘How Much Trade Transits
through the South China Sea?’, Centre for Strategic
and International Studies (Washington, DC: ,2018),
https://chinapower.csis.org/much-trade-transitssouth-china-sea/.

5.

Ibid..

6.

Ibid..

7.

U. Rashid Sumaila, Willian W. L. Cheung, Boom or
Bust: The Future of Fish in the South China Sea (Vancouver, CA: University of British Columbia, 2015),
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B_oUJE4kCTZrbVI4N2tTVjlpYTA/view.
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fish and hydrocarbons.8 This has contributed to a raising of the political
significance of territorial (often island-related) sovereignty disputes and
associated maritime claims and boundary delimitation issues. Maritime
disputes in the East and South China Seas are enduring sensitive topics.
These have the potential for dangerous confrontations between countries
like Japan and China in their competing claims in the East China Sea; they
also leave coastal states in the South China Sea with similar competing
claims with China and less developed capabilities exposed to coercion.9

3. The Asia Pacific is a maritime space that matters to
the UK.
The emergence of the Asia Pacific region as a maritime-centric reality is
reshaping the landscape and composition of the UK economic relationships.
According to 2017 data, whilst the EU – taken as a bloc – remains the UK’s
largest trading partner, Asia now accounts for approximately 20% of both
UK export and imports. These data are comparable to those from the North
American continent, which accounted for 22% of UK exports and 14% of
imports.10 It should come as no surprise, therefore, that eight of the UK’s
top 25 export markets are now in Asia. The top three – China, Japan and
Hong Kong – together account for some £47.2 billion of exports in goods
and services, a value higher than France’s (the UK’s third export market).11
Similarly, in 2017, the ASEAN bloc was the third largest non-EU export
market, accounting for £17.1 billion of exports.12

4. The Asia Pacific is rising whilst the EU has relatively
declined.

8.

For example, Alessio Patalano, ‘Seapower and Sino-Japanese Relations in the East China Sea’, Asian
Affairs, Vol. XLV, 2014:1, 36-41.

9.

Alessio Patalano, ‘When Strategy is ‘Hybrid’ and Not
‘Grey’: Reviewing Chinese Military and Constabulary
Coercion at Sea’, The Pacific Review, Vol. 31, 2018:6,
811-839.

10. Matthew Ward, ‘Geographical Pattern of UK Trade’,
Briefing Paper (London: House of Commons, 11 January 2019), 5.
11. Ibid., 7.
12. UK Government, ‘ASEAN Economic Reform Programme, 2018’, https://www.gov.uk/government/
publications/prosperity-fund-fco-programme-summaries-countries.
13. Ward, ‘Geographical Pattern of UK Trade’, op. cit.,
3, 11.
14. Data published by the Office of National Statistics, 01 November 2018, https://www.ons.gov.uk/
economy/nationalaccounts/balanceofpayments/
articles/exploringforeigninvestmentwheredoestheukinvestandwhoinvestsintheuk/2018-11-01.
Greg Hands, ‘Japan and the UK: An Enduring Trade
Partnership’, 10 May 2018, https://www.gov.uk/
government/speeches/japan-and-the-uk-an-enduring-trade-partnership.
15. Alessio Patalano, ‘Japan as a Maritime Power: Deterrence, Diplomacy, and Maritime Security’, in Mary
M. McCarthy (ed.), Routledge Handbook of Japanese
Foreign Policy (Abingdon, OX: Routledge, 2018), 158.
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Within this context, it is important to emphasise that as the EU’s share of
UK trade has been in relative decline in recent years, economic interactions
with the Asia Pacific have followed the opposite trend. Trade volumes with
key Asian actors, notably China and India, have significantly increased
since the end of the 1990s.13 In terms of financial investments, Japan – the
UK’s closest defence partner in the Asia Pacific – stands as the fifth largest
recipient of British foreign investments (5%). Equally crucial, the UK is
the single most important recipient of Japanese investments in Europe,
with approximately 100 new projects per year across different sectors.14
Maritime connectivity is in fact the unseen engine powering the UK’s
economic ties with its Asian partners and these are sensitive to disruptions
of sea-lanes. For example, in March 2011, as a result of disruptions in
the shipping of core components after the triple disaster in Japan, Honda
factories in the UK had to reduce their output by 50% for the following
two months.15

Organising Principles: The Asia Pacific as a Maritime-centric Space

5. The Asia Pacific is a place of opportunity for a postBrexit UK.
These observations are particularly relevant in light of the debate in the UK
over future economic opportunities in the aftermath of the Brexit process
and the exiting from the EU. The Asia Pacific is at the centre of a significant
economic transformation, with increasing attention to the liberalisation of
regional markets and the expansion of requirements for services. Within
this context, it is important to stress that the Japanese government has
openly supported the possibility of the UK’s inclusion in the critical
economic liberalisation project Trans Pacific Partnership (TPP), formally
the Comprehensive and Progressive Agreement for Trans Pacific Partnership.
This agreement promotes trade among 11 countries bordering the Pacific
region, representing approximately 40% of the world’s economic output.16
As Japan played a pivotal role in realising TPP 11, the country’s support to
the UK presents significant potential opportunities.

6. The Asia Pacific is an area of long-term growth for UK
defence industry.
For the first time since the 1970s, the UK is going to export a frigate design.
Both the Australian and Canadian navies will introduce the BAE’s Type
26 frigate as the main workhorse for their future fleets. In Australia, the
£19.6bn contract is expected to help transform the Australian shipbuilding
sector and cement industrial and defence ties.17 Crucially, the project will
create around 5,000 jobs over a period of thirty years to build nine vessels
with cutting edge capabilities for ASW missions. In Canada, the contract is
expected to deliver a similarly advanced surface fleet of Type 26 frigates.18
Part of the strategic rationale for this choice pertained to the expectations
in both countries of the importance of advanced maritime capabilities to
engage with the evolving security challenges in the Asia Pacific region.19
By a similar token, UK defence industrial ties with Japan have been at the
centre of government action. In 2017, the two governments agreed to
research options for a future joint air-to-air missile and future fighter jets
as part of a widening agenda of industrial cooperation.20
Based on the above five points, and in line with recommendations
set forth by Policy Exchange in its collective work on foreign policy
and defence since 2017, this study makes the following two headline
recommendations:
•

Develop a national maritime security strategy that articulates
how the UK intends to remain a world leading maritime power.
Such a strategy should align with and complement the recently
published Maritime 2050: Navigating the Future document authored by
the Department for Transport. In particular, a national maritime
security strategy should clearly engage with the consequences of the
shifting international power balance towards the Asia Pacific region.

16. ‘Brexit: Japan ‘Would Welcome’ UK to TPP Says
Abe’, BBC News, 08 October 2018, https://www.bbc.
co.uk/news/uk-politics-45780889.
17. ‘BAE Wins £19.6bn Type 26 Frigate Deal with Australian Navy’, The Engineer, 29 June 2018, https://
www.theengineer.co.uk/bae-type-26-frigate-australia/.
18. ‘Anticipated Costs of Canada’s Frigates Increases’, The Maritime Executive, 23 June 2019, https://
www.maritime-executive.com/article/anticipated-cost-of-canada-s-frigates-increases.
19. Jamie Seidel, ‘Do our New $35 Billion Frigates
Have a Fighting Chance?’, News, 03 July 2018,
https://www.news.com.au/technology/innovation/
military/do-our-new-35-billion-frigates-havea-fighting-chance/news-story/ce285424e65fd851656773a418e66e3a.
20. ‘UK-Japan Foreign and Defence Ministerial Meeting 2017 – Joint Statement’, Foreign and Commonwealth Office, 15 December 2017, https://www.gov.
uk/government/news/uk-japan-foreign-and-defence-ministerial-meeting-2017-joint-statement.
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Make the case for the UK as a leader in the respect of the
international maritime order. The UK stands as one of the
founding members and primary custodians of the freedom
of navigation and of the importance of the oceans to human
and economic development. It is a prominent member of the
International Maritime Organisation (IMO), and a party to the
United Nations Conventions on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS),
as well as having had a strong voice in shaping its terms. As the
core principles of the maritime order are challenged in the East
and South China Sea, the UK should restate its commitment to
respecting their content to avoid instability and conflict.

A New Framework: The ‘Indo-Pacific’ as a UK Strategy East of Suez?

A New Framework: The ‘IndoPacific’ as a UK Strategy East of
Suez?

Policy 2
Introduce the ‘Indo-Pacific’ as the lenses through which the UK defines its
engagement with the Asia Pacific as a way to prioritise its defence commitments to regional security as well as to align its objectives and activities with
regional partners and allies.

In British modern history the Indo-Pacific as a geopolitical framework was
debated for the first time in the mid-1960s.21 At the time, the working
committee on overseas defence policy was the first modern context within
which the notion of an Indo-Pacific theatre was used to bring together
three main geographic areas in which a UK military footprint was to be
considerably reconfigured and downscaled: East and Central Africa, the
Indian Ocean, and the Pacific region – encompassing the wider area from
Singapore to Hawaii.22

From a geopolitical perspective, the Indo-Pacific was as
a construct designed to engage with power politics.
As the UK reviewed its options in a post-imperial world, the overarching
strategic priority was to address the Cold War competition with the
Communist world. In the geographic area stretching from Africa to
Southeast Asia this meant that the main focus was predominantly the threat
of Chinese communism. At heart, this construct also sought to highlight
how in a context of constrained capabilities a changing ‘global’ and postimperial role was still possible. The centrality of maritime communications
in this theatre pointed to the advantages of a naval core to enable the UK’s
commitment in the region by maximising mobility and poise to support
presence and influence.23 The main aim of such a diminished defence
posture was not merely to manage and contain crises. It was to influence
the regional security environment, reassuring and supporting allies as a
way to limit the influence of Communism, and to ensure ability – albeit
reduced – to respond to crises when needed.24

21. Alessio Patalano, Days of Future Past? British Strategy and the Shaping of Indo-Pacific Security (London:
Policy Exchange, 2019), https://policyexchange.org.
uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/Days-of-FuturePast.pdf.
22. United Kingdom National Archives, Defence Review
Working Party on the Indo-Pacific Theatre, ‘Military
Tasks in the Indo-Pacific Area – Note by the Secretaries’, CAB 130/252, 22 November 1965, 1-2.
23. Patalano, Days of Future Past?, op. cit., 19.
24. Ibid., 11-13.
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This framework never came to inform British policy but
its appeal resonates with contemporary approaches to
the region.
The UK’s closest security partners in the Asia Pacific – Japan, Australia, and
the United States – have all adopted an ‘Indo-Pacific’ framework to define
their policy actions. In Australia, this construct has been in use since the
early 2000s.25 It should come as no surprise that he way in which the ‘IndoPacific’ is conceptualised in these three countries differs considerably; 26
yet, these constructs share three assumptions crucially relevant to a UK
Indo-Pacific framework:
A. They are all maritime-centric frameworks. Geographically,
the ‘Indo-Pacific’ draws upon an emphasis on the maritime
connectivity linking the Gulf States to the Northeast Asia, through
the South and East China Seas, and the South Pacific.
B. They all stress the importance of the rules-based order. In terms
of values, the ‘Indo-Pacific’ is a geopolitical notion drawing upon
the centrality of the maintenance of the current maritime legal
order to its stability and prosperity.
C. They all emphasise the return of state on state competition
at sea. From a security perspective, the ‘Indo-Pacific’ is a notion
that recognises the use of the sea as a space for the exercise of
dominion, to assert control as much as to project power within
and beyond the region’s confines.

These assumptions are all relevant to the way the UK
should approach its security role in the Asia Pacific
region.

25. Rory Medcalf, ‘The Indo-Pacific: What’s in a Name?’,
The American Interest, Vol. 9, 2013:2, https://www.
the-american-interest.com/2013/10/10/the-indopacific-whats-in-a-name/.
26. Cf. Australian Government, 2017 Foreign Policy
White Paper (Canberra: Ministry of Foreign Affairs,
2017), 1, 25-27; Shinzo Abe, ‘Address at the 73rd
Session of the United Nations General Assembly’,
25 September 2018, https://www.mofa.go.jp/fp/
unp_a/page3e_000926.html; Mike Pompeo, ‘Remarks on America’s Indo-Pacific Economic Vision’
30 July 2018, https://www.state.gov/secretary/remarks/2018/07/284722.htm.
27. Admiral Sir Philip Jones, ‘Keynote Speech at First
Sea Lord’s Sea Power Conference, Royal United Services Institute, London, 15 May 2019, https://www.
gov.uk/government/speeches/rusi-sea-power-conference-15-may-2019; John Bew, ‘UK Strategy in
Asia: Some Starting Principles’, Policy Exchange, 04
September 2017, https://policyexchange.org.uk/
publication/uk-strategy-in-asia-some-starting-principles/.
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Geopolitically, an Indo-Pacific framework defined according to the above
lines plays to the strengths of the UK as a world leading maritime power
and it firmly aligns its expectations and objectives for the region with its
closest regional allies. These are centred on maintaining stability in the
maritime commons by means of respect of rule of law to avoid the erosion
of the international order essential to favour global trade and prosperity.27
By the same token, this framework provides a way to prioritise security
challenges and how to approach them, aligning limited resources with the
ambitions of a post-Brexit ‘Global Britain’ by creating the conditions to
work in concert with allies and partners where possible.

The Security Landscape: Power Struggle and Maritime Instability in the Indo-Pacific

The Security Landscape:
Power Struggle and Maritime
Instability in the Indo-Pacific

1. The Indo-Pacific is the epicentre of this century’s
power struggle.
There is little doubt that the Asia Pacific stands at the very heart of the
United States’ recent re-acknowledgment of the return of state-on-state
competition in world affairs.28 Similarly, projecting power at sea and
from the sea seems central to Chinese efforts to challenge American
predominance. In particular, the Chinese leadership’s quest to become
a maritime power is intended as a comprehensive effort to secure and
exploit maritime resources as well as projecting power where national
interests lie.29 The behaviour and capabilities underwriting this behaviour
raise questions as to Beijing’s aim to unravel the maritime order.30 To put
the scale of Chinese maritime transformation in context, just in naval terms,
since the year 2000 China has commissioned 82 major combatants, more
than four times the size of the Royal Navy’s surface fleet.31 In addition, the
Sino-American competition, within the region, China is using maritime
disputes to challenge the maritime order and redefine the regional power
balance, with notable push-backs by other powers like Japan and Australia,
Vietnam, the Philippines, and Indonesia.32 On a related note, Russia is
seemingly ‘embracing’ China in the Asia Pacific to further tilt the scales of
regional power balance in the latter’s favour.33

2. The Indo-Pacific is China’s primary theatre as a
revisionist power.
Chinese military modernisation is not, however, a mere question of
capabilities built-up. Beijing’s authorities have built large military outposts
in the South China Sea, and developed an overseas base in Djibouti. Recent
news highlighted how the Chinese government may have signed a secret
deal to access a naval base in Cambodia.34 This move has to be reviewed in
the context of the acknowledged ambition to develop a network of dual
use facilities across the Indian Ocean. Notably, such facilities would include
places such as Gwadar (Pakistan) and Hambantota (Sri Lanka), where the
Chinese have acquired a 99-year lease of the port facilities. These actions,

28. The White House, National Security Strategy of the
United States (Washington, DC: The White House,
2017), 2-3. Also, Department of Defense, Indo-Pacific Strategy Report: Preparedness, Partnerships, and
Promoting a Networked Region (Washington, DC:
DOD, 2019), 7-10.
29. Academy of Military Science, The Science of Military
Strategy (Beijing: Military Science Press, 2013), 209;
Ryan D. Martinson, ‘The 13th Five-Year Plan: A New
Chapter in China’s Maritime Transformation, China
Brief, Vol. 16, 2016:1, 14-17; Ronald O’Rourke, China Naval Modernization: Implications for U.S. Navy
Capabilities – Background and Issues for Congress
(Washington, DC: Congressional Research Service,
2018), 55-67.
30. See Patalano, ‘When Strategy is ‘Hybrid’ and Not
‘Grey’’, op. cit., 819-24, 831-33.
31. James Mugg, Cristopher Cowan, ‘Comparing the
Navies of Russia and China’, Real Clear Defense, 08
May 2017, https://www.realcleardefense.com/articles/2017/05/08/comparing_the_navies_of_russia_and_china_111331.html.
32. Peter A. Dutton, ‘Three Disputes and Three Objectives: China and the South China Sea’, Naval War College Review: Vol. 64: No. 4 (2011), p. 43-67.
33. Artyom Lukin, ‘China in Russia’s Turn to the East’,
Asia Pacific Bulletin, No. 477, 06 May 2019, https://
www.eastwestcenter.org/system/tdf/private/
apb477_0.pdf?file=1&type=node&id=37135.
34. Jeremy Page, Gordon Lubold, and Rob Taylor, ‘Deal
for Naval Outpost in Cambodia Furthers China’s
Quest for Military Network’, The Wall Street Journal,
22 July 2019, https://www.wsj.com/articles/secretdeal-for-chinese-naval-outpost-in-cambodia-raisesu-s-fears-of-beijings-ambitions-11563732482.
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taken altogether, are indicative of expanding overseas interests and of the
Chinese leadership’s intention to protect them.35
These investments, when combined with a review of the deployment
patterns of oceanic survey vessels and the widening operational radius
of nuclear-powered submarines in the Indian Ocean and Pacific theatres,
would suggest an awareness of the needs to translate ambitions into
reality.36 Projecting power and influence to protect Chinese interests from
Africa to the South Pacific seems to be on the Chinese government’s agenda.
Within this context, the behaviour of China’s three sea forces (the navy,
the coast guard, and the maritime militia) in the South and East China
Seas link coercive activities to advance outstanding claims to such wider
strategic ambitions to exert control over larger swaths of the region.37
Russian military – and especially maritime activities in the region are also
contributing to the Chinese revisionist agenda.38
1: China’s Forward
Stationing and Military Bases Network
China’s Forward Stationing and Military Bases Network

Military Bases

Potential Naval Base Access

Djibouti; Paracel Islands; Spratly Islands

Hambantota Port (Sri Lanka); Koh Kong New Port Project (Cambodia); Kyaukpyu Deep Sea Port (Myanmar); Melaka Gateway (Malaysia)

High-Profile Port Calls – Chinese Owned Port Infrastructures
Colombo (Sri Lanka); Piraeus (Greece); Seychelles

35. Ryan D. Martinson, Peter A. Dutton, ‘China’s Distant-Ocean Survey Activities: Implications for
U.S. National Security’, China Maritime Report,
2018:3, especially 9-10, 12, https://dnnlgwick.
b l o b . co re .w i n d ows . n et /p o r t a l s / 0 / N WC De partments/China%20Maritime%20Studies%20
Institute/China%20Maritime%20Report%20
%233_NOV%202018.pdf?sr=b&si=DNNFileManagerPolicy&sig=%2Fuy2RAjBuIGTqqfUw%2BJ%2BcPviM2cPLVTsqcXimocOjsw%3D; P K Ghosh,
‘Chinese Nuclear Subs in the Indian Ocean’, The
Diplomat, 12 April 2015.
36. Alessio Patalano, ‘When Strategy is ‘Hybrid’ and Not
‘Grey’: Reviewing Chinese Military and Constabulary
Coercion at Sea’, The Pacific Review, Vol. 31, 2018:6,
811-839.
37. James D. Brown, ‘China-Russia Naval Cooperation in East Asia: Implications for Japan’, National
Bureau of Research, 26 March 2019, https://www.
nbr.org/publication/china-russia-naval-cooperation-in-east-asia-implications-for-japan/.
38. Nan Tian, Aude Fleurant, Alexandra Kuimova, Pieter
D. Wezeman, and Siemon T. Wezeman, ‘Trends in
World Military Expenditure, 2018’, SIPRI Fact Sheet
(Stockholm: April 2019), https://www.sipri.org/sites/
default/files/2019-04/fs_1904_milex_2018_0.pdf.
39. ‘Asia Defence Spending to Overtake Europe’, Financial Times, 07 March 2012.
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3. The Indo-Pacific is where state actors are redefining
military spending.
The Asian military rise extends well beyond China. The most recent data
on world’s defence expenditure released by SIPRI leave no doubt as to the
growing international prominence of the broader region. In a context in
which global expenditure in 2018 has risen some 2.6% from the previous
year, Asia and Oceania accounted for 28% of the total. Western Europe
as a whole accounted for just 20% of the world’s total spending.39 Data
confirmed a widening gap between Asia and Europe that was first detected
by the International Institute for Strategic Studies (IISS) in 2012.40 It is no
surprise that China is now the world’s second defence spender. Yet, India,
Japan, and the ROK firmly stand within the top ten – and plans to further
expand their military capabilities from the procurement of additional

The Security Landscape: Power Struggle and Maritime Instability in the Indo-Pacific

advanced maritime combat systems to the development of new space and
cyber capabilities. To put the sheer scale of the military transformation in
the Asia Pacific in perspective, SIPRI reports that in 1988 the same region
accounted only for 9.0% of the world’s total.41

4. The Indo-Pacific is a risk-prone maritime space.

Beyond matters of power struggle and revisionist behaviour, equally
significant factors in regional security are non-state sources of instability.
Indeed, as the relatively constricted maritime areas of the region remain
central to connectivity and human development across the Indo-Pacific,
so are the risks of instability. Indeed, the Indo-Pacific accounts today for
more than half of the increased frequency in disasters worldwide whilst
a staggering 88% of people affected by all disasters reside regionally.
Coastal area urban concentration has been a major factor in amplifying
disasters’ effects.42 Another source of instability concerns the safety of
shipping. South China, Indochina, Indonesia and the Philippines are still
regarded as a maritime security global hotspot.43 The impact of both issues
on regional political and economic stability is unlikely to change given
the combined effects of climate change, the intensity of maritime traffic,
and trends in urbanisation. These factors of instability contribute to a lack
of ‘predictability’ and complicate risk mitigation. In turn, the challenge
to mitigate risks to stability undermine the development of prosperity.44
From a UK perspective, this is a particularly important point, provided that
Commonwealth countries in the South Pacific are among those who are
more likely to be affected by such risks.

5. The Indo-Pacific is where Asian powers are redefining
their international outlook.
Within this broader context, states’ spending on enhanced maritime
capabilities signal greater confidence in using military might to advance
their profiles as responsible stakeholders. Major Asian military powers are
actively working to manage international security and advance their status
and influence. The decade-long Japanese and Chinese contributions to
counter the plague of piracy off the Horn of Africa are well-documented
examples of Asian state actors joining the international community with
a sustained military presence to provide stability in areas in the Western
Indian Ocean crucial to their national interests.45 Throughout this decade,
the Japanese operational effort has led to enhanced ties with the EU
and NATO, as well as the to the Japanese volunteering to take rotational
command of Combined Task Force (CTF) 151.46 On the other hand, China
has deployed some 32 task forces and 26,000 personnel to Djibouti that
have been employed in support of nationals overseas in crisis in Libya
(2011) and Yemen (2015), as well as on diplomatic missions and military
exercises from the Mediterranean to the Baltic Seas.47 Other actors like
India and Australia have also used similar opportunities to promote capacity
building and multilateral cooperation.

40. Tian and All, ‘Trends in World Military Expenditure,
2018’, op. cit..
41. Alessio Patalano, ‘Beyond the Gunboats: Rethinking Naval Diplomacy and Humanitarian Assistance
Disaster Relief in East Asia’, RUSI Journal, Vol. 160,
2015:2, 34.
42. Allianz, Safety and Shipping Review 2019 (Alliance
Global Corporate & Speciality, 2019), 4, 8-9, 16, 32,
46.
43. Ambassador Koji Tsuruoka, ‘Opening Remarks’, in
The Indo-Pacific Initiative: Opportunities for European and UK Engagement (London, RUSI: 08 February
2019), https://rusi.org/conference/indo-pacific-initiative-opportunities-european-and-uk-engagement.
44. Alessio Patalano, ‘Natural Partners in Challenging
Waters? Japan-NATO Cooperation in a Changing Maritime Environment’, RUSI Journal, Vol. 161,
2016:3, 42-51; Andrew S. Erickson and Austin M.
Strange (eds.), Six Years at Sea… and Counting: Gulf of
Aden Anti-Piracy and China’s Maritime Commons Presence (Washington, DC: The Jamestown Foundation,
2015).
45. Patalano, ‘Natural Partners in Challenging Waters?’, op. cit., 45-46. Also, Japan Ministry of Defence (JMoD), ‘Dispatch of the Defence Attaché
to the Embassy of Japan as a Liaison Officer to
NATO Allied Maritime Command (MARCOM), 07
June 2019, https://www.mod.go.jp/e/press/release/2019/0607a.html.
46. SIPRI, ‘The Foreign Military Presence in the Horn
of Africa Region’, SIPRI Background Paper, Stockholm, April 2019, https://sipri.org/sites/default/
files/2019-04/sipribp1904.pdf, 3-5; Andrew Higgins, ‘China and Russia Hold First Joint Naval Drill in
the Baltic Sea’, New York Times, 25 July 2017.
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In light of this complex security environment, and of the recent calls
for Global Britain to be a policy of action showcasing the UK’s role as a
‘shaper’ of international affairs and security, this study makes the following
two additional headline recommendations for the three objectives of a UK
Indo-Pacific framework:

47. France Ministry of Defence, France and Security in the
Indo-Pacific (Paris: France MoD, 2019), https://www.
defense.gouv.fr/english/dgris/international-action/
regional-issues/france-unveils-its-defence-policyin-the-indo-pacific.
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•

Shaping maritime stability. The UK should take a leading role
in enhancing the resilience of coastal states’ maritime security
infrastructures and in assisting them to build capacity to mitigate
the risks of disasters as well as the ability to address challenges to
law-enforcement. The whole-of-government approach developed
by Japan with its Free and Open Indo-Pacific Initiative represents
a relevant template for a UK approach. Continuous engagement
is needed to develop a predictably stable environment which, in
turn, favours prosperity.

•

Promoting multilateral maritime security. The UK should continue
to explore ways to integrate and coordinate its activities with regional
powers like Japan and Australia – and with the United States – to counter
revisionist challenges to the maritime order and UNCLOS especially in
the key theatres of the East and South China Seas. In the Indo-Pacific,
France – another close UK defence partner – has now come to formally
support multilateral action (both in terms of forums of discussion and
military and constabulary cooperation) to this end.48

A New Posture: The UK Indo-Pacific Station

A New Posture: The UK IndoPacific Station

Policy 3
Introduce a new Indo-Pacific Station based on a permanent forward deployed
amphibious capability in Australia. The Indo-Pacific Station would be the
point of coordination of the UK military strategic presence from the Arabian Gulf to the Sea of Japan, with in-theatre defence support units in Duqm,
Singapore, and Japan.

Provided the increased significance of the Indo-Pacific to the UK is well
recognised, this report assumes that adequate budget will be needed for
a relevant defence posture to be implemented. Whilst discussions about
budgetary requirements are beyond the scope of this report, this section
focuses on providing the raw intellectual materials to maximise the effect
of a relevant posture whilst minimising costs. With this aim in mind, the
report draws upon considerations on the maritime nature of the region,
to articulate the UK core strategic interests around the three core factors.

Meeting existing treaty commitments and obligations.

The first set of interests unfolds predominantly from the UK’s role as a
member of the UN Security Council (UNSC), as part of the Five Powers
Defence Arrangements (FPDA), and in relation to the Five Eyes (FVEY)
arrangement. The UK is part of the UN Command overseeing the Korean
War armistice and is involved in implementing sanctions against North
Korea. The armistice implies no automatic commitment of UK forces in
hostilities on the Korean peninsula. There is nonetheless international
expectation for the UK to be involved in meeting such a challenge.49
Similarly, the FPDA and FVEY do not automatically commit UK forces to
regional crises but they inevitably come with an expectation of continuous
security engagement.50

Supporting regional allies and strengthening AngloAmerican relations.
It is in the strategic interest of the UK to support partners and allies, notably
Australia, Japan, New Zealand, and the ROK, as well as to maintain defence
ties with Commonwealth countries. These actors nurture a reasonable
expectation for the UK to contribute to managing security in the Indo-Pacific
for historical reasons and as a result of the UK’s international standing and
ambitions.51 Such expectations are also implicit in the significant defence

48. Louisa Brooke-Holland, ‘UK Defence Obligations to
South Korea’, Briefing Paper (London: House of Commons, 05 October 2017).
49. Notably, the FPDA requires immediate consultation among the members in case of threat or
armed attack to them. Tim Huxley, ‘Developing the
Five Power Defence Arrangements’, IISS Analysis,
01 June 2017, https://www.iiss.org/blogs/analysis/2017/06/fpda.
50. Alessio Patalano, Days of Future Past? Op cit, 11-12.
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investment in British designs for future maritime capabilities, notably in
Australia, and in the growing industrial partnerships explored with close
partners like Japan. In turn, this network of partnerships is a potentially
significant asset to maximise influence. In particular, given US interests in
the Indo-Pacific, a sustainable and regular UK defence role within an IndoPacific framework would likely enhance British relevance and leadership in
trans-Atlantic relations.52

Sustaining the existing maritime order to favour
economic prosperity and political stability.
As an export –oriented economy, a party to UNCLOS, and a major
stakeholder in the existing rules-based maritime order, the UK has a
fundamental interest in preserving the international maritime order. In
particular, the UK has a strategic interest in the respect for freedom of
navigation and over-flight and of the rule of law in managing maritime and
territorial disputes. Actions that undermine these principles destabilise the
maritime order by setting problematic precedents applicable elsewhere,
from the Baltic Sea to the South Atlantic, from Africa to South America and
Asia. This risk should not be underestimated provided that some 57% of all
maritime boundaries remain ‘unresolved’.53 For the UK, it is important to
maintain a strong role in protecting the maritime order, especially as some
of its behaviour has been under international scrutiny.54 The undermining
of the maritime order has also potentially significant consequences in
terms of working against risk mitigation and therefore, undermining the
creation of sustainable prosperity.

Upon this basis the UK should aim to be a normative
Indo-Pacific power.
Against these strategic interests, and in light of increasing pressure on
regional actors in the Indo-Pacific to ‘pick a side’ in the competition
between the United States and China, the UK can play a stabilizing role
by supporting allies, reassuring and empowering partners, and signaling
and deterring competitors. Such a role should aim at ‘shaping’ regional
security by regularly supporting good order at sea and crisis prevention,
by promoting capacity building, and – if required, contribute to disaster
and crisis response. The UK role in the Indo-Pacific should be centred on,
but not limited to, a maritime posture that is scalable, robust enough, and
capable of multilateral integration to deliver effects across the constabulary,
diplomatic, and military spectrum.
51. This was certainly the case before the UK’s withdrawal from ‘East of Suez’, and a significant factor
informing the policy reviews of the mid-1960s.
52. Centre for Enegergy, Petroleoum and Mineral Law
Policy, Dundee Ocean and Lake Frontiers Institute
and Neutrals (DOLFIN) Project, https://www.dundee.
ac.uk/cepmlp/research/projects/details/dundeeocean-and-lake-frontiers-institute-and-neutralsdolfin.php.
53. ’Chagos Islands Dispute: UN Backs End to UK Control’, BBC News, 22 May 2019, https://www.bbc.
co.uk/news/uk-48371388.
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The UK has a unique advantage in promoting
multilateralism without containment.
Actors like the United States have supported the Quadrilateral Security
Dialogue (QSD). However the QSD is only one tool available to support
a UK Indo-Pacific strategy and it remains in its infancy because of
perceptions of ‘containment’ it engenders – especially in India – visà-vis China.55 The UK has showed relevant interest in this format, but
it should remain focused on developing its existing wide portfolio of
defence arrangements. In this context, the ‘trilateral’ cooperation with
Japan and United States has been a very effective way to generate focused
action with clear deliverables on maritime stability.56 This is an example
of how to maximise the impact and influence of UK defence engagement
by means of enhanced multinational interoperability.

The current UK defence investment in its Indo-Pacific
posture is inadequate.
The current deployment schedule of major surface combatants in the East
and South China Seas have done much to address prior absence (a five-year
hiatus) by showcasing the UK’s support to regional maritime order and
allies alike.57 These deployments have been major capabilities extending
their operational reach. This has put the Royal Navy to test in terms of
sustaining overseas commitments for prolonged periods of time in one of
world’s largest maritime theatres. These deployments have similarly put to
test the scalability of British military power in that part of the world.

A UK forward stationing of forces in the region could be
a sustainable option.
The opportunity provided by the recent award of a major contract for
the development of the Australian future frigate may offer an alternative
and more sustainable option. As the two countries explore how to jointly
develop doctrines and capabilities to optimise future assets’ performance,
new defence industry requirements to support more regular interaction
are likely to emerge. Within this context, the needed logistical support for
UK maritime assets in Australia may create favourable conditions for an
affordable long-term basing option. Such an option – built on the basis of
an industrial commitment - would offset the considerable costs of setting
up an overseas base, and contribute to manage its expenses.58 A permanent
forward base in Australia would considerably enhance the UK profile in the
region from an operational perspective, as the American experience would
strongly suggest.59 In fact, as a recent official American report highlighted,
the availability of permanent forward deployed forces creates political
opportunities that may lead to difficulties in striking a balance between
operational and training and support requirements.60
Recent experience has been invaluable to both reassert the potential

54. Kiran Stacey, Jamie Smyth, ‘Diplomatic Initiative
Revived to Counter China’s Growing Influence’, Financial Times, 14 November 2017, https://www.
ft.com/content/5355ee2a-c869-11e7-ab18-7a9fb7d6163e.
55. British Embassy Tokyo, ‘HMS Montrose Joined Trilateral Exercises with Japan and US’, 18 March 2019,
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/hms-montrose-joined-trilateral-exercises-with-japan-and-us.
56. Admiral Sir Philip Jones, First Sea Lord, ‘Speech at
DSEI Maritime Conference 2017’, 11 September
2017, https://www.gov.uk/government/speeches/
dsei-maritime-conference-2017.
57. Department of Defense, Base Structure Report –
Fiscal Year 2018 Baseline, available at https://www.
acq.osd.mil/eie/Downloads/BSI/Base%20Structure%20Report%20FY18.pdf; Yuka Koshino, ‘Q&A:
How Much Do U.S. Military Bases in Japan and Korea Cost?’, Wall Street Journal, 28 April 2016.
58. Michael J. Lostumbo at Al., Overseas Basing of U.S.
Military Forces: An Assessment of Relative Costs and
Strategic Benefits (Santa Monica, CA: RAND, 2013).
59. Government Accountability Office, Navy Readiness
– Action Needed to Address Persistent Maintenance,
Training, and Other Challenges Affecting the Fleet
(Washington, DC: GAO, 2017).
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of British military influence in the Indo-Pacific, as well as to highlight
the limits of a defence posture that is inadequately funded. For the UK
to develop a defence posture that is relevant to its international standing
and commitments, and adequate to its aspirations in a post-Brexit context,
funding for the defence department will have to be reconsidered. In
this spirit, the report makes six cost-effective recommendations – with
individual components already in place – on how to harmonise ambitious
objectives, containing costs, and maximise capabilities:

60. Nigel Pittaway, ‘Australia Officially Announces $26B Frigate Contract. Here are the Build
Details’, Defence News, 29 June 2018, https://
www.defensenews.com/naval/2018/06/29/
australia-officially-announces-26b-frigate-contract-here-are-the-build-details/.
61. Senator the Hon Linda Reynolds, ‘Reshaping the
Australia-United Kingdom Partnership in the New
Strategic Environment’, International Institute for
Strategic Studies, 08 July 2019.
62. Alessio Patalano, ‘Beyond the Gunboats: Rethinking Naval Diplomacy and Humanitarian Assistance
Disaster Relief in East Asia’, RUSI Journal, Vol. 160,
2015:2, 32-39.
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Establish an Indo-Pacific station. For the UK to maximise its role in
shaping regional stability and security, it needs to upgrade its status
to resident power. This would be possible with a permanent forward
stationed force based in Australia. Given Australia’s position in the IndoPacific context, a base on the country’s west coast would offer a costeffective and strategically relevant option. Such an option would be
feasible if linked to an agenda aimed at working closely with allies. In
particular, the British and Australian navies are already on a pathway to
develop close maritime integration especially as Australia has signed up
to re-introduce British built capabilities (Type 26 frigate) at the heart of
its future fleet.61 From an Australian perspective, as Defence Minister the
Hon Linda Reynolds recentyl pointed out, authorities in Canberra not
only welcome a UK’s enhanced profile in the Indo-Pacific. They are also
keen to facilitate it.62

•

Permanently Forward Deploy an Assault/Amphibious Vessel.
Expeditionary capabilities such as the current Bay-class landing
ships (preferably manned by Royal Navy personnel), and indeed
vessels like HMS Albion, possess poise and flexibility, visibility and
affordability. They are ideally suited to support robust military
actions in case of contestation of excessive maritime claims as
well as other critical shaping security functions – from capacity
building to humanitarian assistance, disaster relief, and support
to national overseas. They are a the ‘Swiss Army knife’ of British
military capability edge. In a region that is prone to man-made
and natural disaster, a force capable of being at the forefront of this
array of security challenges would be performing deterrence and
relationship building functions at the same time.63 This capability
would be the centerpiece of a posture that is flexible, scalable, and
sustainable. Former Defence Secretary Gavin Williamson’s idea
to deploy one future ‘Littoral Strike Ship’ in the Indo-Pacific is
particularly relevant in this regard.
Develop a network of bases to maximise presence and
operations. In the Indo-Pacific, Duqm in Oman, Singapore in
Southeast Asia, and Yokosuka in Japan, are potentially ideal places
to support and complement a permanent presence in Australia
from the Western Indian Ocean to the Sea of Japan. Singapore
already disposes of a defence support unit, and Duqm is part of
an evolving UK-Oman defence relationship. By a similar token,

•
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•

•

•

the UK and Japan have considerably upgraded their ties, both
bilaterally and trilaterally with the United States.64 In this regard,
the UK and Japan have been particularly effective in enhancing
maritime and expeditionary cooperation as the unprecedented
levels of joint exercises as well as the activities conducted under
UNSC resolutions on sanctions vis-à-vis North Korea attest. Base
access agreements would further normalise the UK presence
across the wider region.
Enhance picture-building capacity. Maritime domain awareness
is key to operating successfully in the Indo-Pacific. The UK should
leverage its existing multilateral and bilateral agreements, drawing
upon a mix of national efforts and information sharing with allies
to enhance its intelligence capabilities. The establishment of a
liaison officer in Japan to both 7th Fleet and the Japanese navy is
an example of one way this objective, as much as the allocation of
a liaison officer to the Information Fusion Centre hosted by the
Republic of Singapore Navy.
Pursue regional interoperability and integration. For the UK
to maximise the impact of its capabilities on regional security,
closer integration with key partners, Australia and Japan, in
addition to the United States is essential. Doctrinal and capabilities
integration should be regarded as a step above interoperability, in
that it would entail capabilities from different military partners
working together to perform specific missions. This should be
achieved through exercises and enhanced, targeted mil-mil
relations. Current attempts by the British and Australian navies
to develop future ASW doctrines tougher represent a step in the
right direction. Other natural avenues to explore would consist the
development of joint battle groups, expeditionary task forces, as
well as escort task forces. The focus should be on working together
with key regional allies, notably Australia, Japan, and New Zealand.
Maintain regular rotational forward deployments. A UK permanent
presence should not be intended as a dismissal of the important role
of additional rotational forces deployed to the region. This remains
the largest maritime theatre in the world, and one with considerable
regional capabilities. Additional forces deployed on the basis of the
format and principles currently explored with HMS Montrose suggest
seem a reasonable and sustainable option. Further consideration to
the deployment of smaller vessels, like the hydro-graphic vessels, and
offshore patrol vessels (OPV) currently developed by the Royal Navy
could also represent invaluable assets in a constabulary and diplomatic
canvas of missions.

63. ‘Royal Navy Joins US, Japan for Inaugural Trilateral Asia-Pacific Exercise’, Naval Today, 21 December 2018, https://navaltoday.com/2018/12/21/
royal-navy-joins-us-japan-for-inaugural-trilateral-asia-pacific-exercise/.
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